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Abstract This paper considers the synchronization dynamics in a ring of four mutually coupled biological systems described by coupled Van der Pol oscillators. The coupling parameter are non-identical between oscillators. The stability boundaries of the process are ﬁrst evaluated without the inﬂuence of the local injection using the eigenvalues properties and the fourthorder Runge–Kutta algorithm. The eﬀects of a locally injected trajectory on the stability boundaries of the synchronized states are performed using numerical simulations. In both cases, the stability boundaries and the main dynamical states are reported on the stability maps in the (K1, K2) plane. Ó 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. PACS: 05.45.Xt; 05.65.+b Keywords: Synchronization dynamics; Biological systems; Local injection



1. Introduction For many years, coupled nonlinear oscillators have been a source of growing interest in diﬀerent research ﬁelds, ranging from physics, chemistry, engineering to biology and social sciences [1–5]. Between these nonlinear dynamical systems, two main classes are to be distinguished: the regular and chaotic one. But independent to their state which can be regular or chaotic, one of the most interesting features displayed by coupled oscillators is synchronization. This widespread phenomenon is observed everywhere in nature and is deﬁned as an adjustment of rhythms due to a weak interaction. It oﬀers the possibility of masking information bearing signal by chaotic signal from electronics [6–9] or optical sources [10–13] and also it possesses potential applications in communication engineering [14–20] as in biological and chemical structures [21,22]. Such situations *
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can well explain why in the last few years, the study of coupled oscillators with ring connexion has increased. For example, a ring of two neurons has been used to study the mixed inhibitory and excitatory circuits coordinating the motion of locust wings during ﬂight [23]. It has also been shown that in quadrupedal mammals, the four oscillators controlling the limb may be coupled in some form ring [24,25]. Recently, Chembo and Woafo [26,27] investigated the spatiotemporal dynamics of a ring of diﬀusively coupled single-well Duﬃng oscillators with a positive nonlinear stiﬀness. Our recent contribution in that topic has been the investigation of synchronized states in a ring of mutually coupled electrical oscillators [28]. The coupling parameters between oscillators were identical and the properties of variational equations have been called to tackle the dynamics of the model. The inﬂuence of an external excitation locally injected on the stability boundaries of the synchronized states has also been performed. Such models ﬁnd many potential applications. For instance in living system, the possible physiological signiﬁcance of this model is that of a narrow tube segment for the duodenum or intestines. The model for the duodenum should comprise a tube of oscillators having cells both around the periphery and along the axes of the tube rather than a one-dimensional chain, and thus a ring of oscillators could represent a narrow cross-sectional slice through the duodenum. In biotechnology, the use of immobilized enzymes with ring topology greatly minimized the cost of production by permitting repeated use of the enzymes and substantially increased the stability of the enzymes themselves [29]. The enzymes are then related to the support and does not migrate in the product, so that one can easily separate them from the product. The ring connexion of these four oscillators can be viewed as a ring of four protomers of the oligomer of an allosteric enzyme evolving from its unfavorable conformational state (T) to its active state (R) [30]. But sometimes due to some internal parameters of the system, the coupling parameters can behave nonidentical between the oscillators enrolled in the process. In that event, it might happen that the nearest neighbouring oscillators are coupled to a considered oscillator through a same or diﬀerent energy of activation due to a conformational spread. For instance, when the ring of identical protomers in considered, each protomer can exist in two distinct conformational states (active and inactive). A promotor may also bind a single molecule of an eﬀector ligand, present in the surrounding solution. In such a case, thermodynamics consistency then induces the existence of two diﬀerent dissociation constants of the ligand related to active and inactive protomers [31,32]. Therefore, this result to non-identical coupling coeﬃcient. Here, we aim to shed some light on the synchronization dynamics of such a system by trying to answer the following questions: What kind of oscillation patterns will it display? Will it display synchronous oscillations (Full synchronization)? Under which conditions they are stable? What will be the inﬂuence on the stability boundaries of a locally injected signal? The paper is organized as follows: The next section deals with the model and the problem statement. In Section 3, the stability analysis of the process is investigated using analytical and numerical methods. The inﬂuence of an external sinusoidal force locally injected on the stability boundaries of the synchronization process is considered in Section 4. A conclusion is given in the last section. 2. Model and problem statement The biological model consists of an enzyme–substrate system with ferroelectricity behavior in brain waves [33]. On the physical basis used by Frohlich [34,35], it comes that the evolution equation of the activated enzyme molecules can be described by the well-known classical Van der Pol equation €x  eð1  x2 Þ_x þ x ¼ 0:



ð1Þ



Such reactions are not isolated but coupled in the biological systems where there is a cooperative interactions between neighbouring enzymes. Therefore depending on certain biochemical considerations among which the time delay aﬀorded by multistep processing and cooperative regulation in many regulatory phenomena, protein phosphorylation on short signal sequences in target molecule, the coupling circuit of enzymes can behave diﬀerently [36]. Here, we are taking a look at coupled enzymes with ring connexion. For sake of exempliﬁcation, we consider a ring of four mutually coupled biological systems (see Fig. 1) within which each element is Please cite this article in press as: Kadji HGE et al., Synchronization dynamics in a ring of four mutually ..., Commun Nonlinear Sci Numer Simul (2007), doi:10.1016/j.cnsns.2006.11.004
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Fig. 1. Ring of four mutually coupled biological systems.



described by Eq. (1). We assume that the coupling between two biological systems is described by the diﬀusion of the solute concentration [37]. Thus, the coupling is written as the diﬀerence in the concentration and it comes that the dynamics of the ring is described by the following second-order non-dimensional nonlinear differential equations: €x1  eð1  x21 Þ_x1 þ x1 ¼ K 1 ðx2  x1 Þ þ K 2 ðx4  x1 Þ; €x2  eð1  x22 Þ_x2 þ x2 ¼ K 1 ðx1  x2 Þ þ K 2 ðx3  x2 Þ; €x3  eð1  x23 Þ_x3 þ x3 ¼ K 1 ðx4  x3 Þ þ K 2 ðx2  x3 Þ;



ð2Þ



€x4  eð1  x24 Þ_x4 þ x4 ¼ K 1 ðx3  x4 Þ þ K 2 ðx1  x4 Þ; where the overdot denotes time derivative, e the parameter of nonlinearity and xi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) the concentration of the ith biological system. Within each system, one has positive and negative direction of solute ﬂow which correspond respectively to the inhibitory and excitatory coupling. Because of both positive and negative direction of solute ﬂow, it comes that the coupling parameters K1 and K2 can be positive or negative. The synchronization of the model described by Eq. (2) is of interest in neural systems. Indeed, the notion of synchronization is also linked with several central issues of neuroscience [38]. For example, synchronization seems to be a central mechanism for neuronal information processing within a brain area as well as for communication between diﬀerent brain area [38,39]. Experiments show during the acts of cognition that millions of ﬁring neurons lock-in-phase, forming a powerful signal for a short period of time, and then a new pattern of neurons synchronizes for the next act [40]. Additionally, synchronization plays a signiﬁcant role in several neurological diseases [41–43], in the modeling of interaction between diﬀerent physiological (sub)systems demonstrating oscillating behavior [44–46] and also in our hearts where the sinoatrial node of about one thousand pacemaker cells collectively generate a rhythm to control beating of the rest of the heart [47]. A particular characteristic of the Van der Pol oscillator (VdPo) is the high sensitivity of its phase to initial conditions. Consequently, if four VdPo are launched with diﬀerent initial conditions, their trajectory will ﬁnally circulate on the same limit cycle but with four diﬀerent phases. The purpose of the synchronization is then to phase lock those oscillators (phase synchronization). Please cite this article in press as: Kadji HGE et al., Synchronization dynamics in a ring of four mutually ..., Commun Nonlinear Sci Numer Simul (2007), doi:10.1016/j.cnsns.2006.11.004
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3. Stability analysis of the process 3.1. Analytical treatment The resulting dynamical state of the system described by Eq. (2) is interesting only when it is stable. This requires that all the perturbed trajectories return to the original limit cycle. Therefore, it is of interest to perform criteria that guarantee the asymptotic stability of the process because one can tolerate synchronization to failed but not to be unstable because it could damage the system. Indeed, such a situation will lead to full instability in the process of catalytic reaction within the cells and progressively to the whole biological system. The stability of the dynamical states can be studied through the linearization of Eq. (2) around the unperturbed limit cycle xs according to: € n1  eð1  x2s Þn_ 1 þ ½1 þ K 1 þ K 2 þ 2exs x_ s n1 ¼ K 1 n2 þ K 2 n4 ; € n2  eð1  x2s Þn_ 2 þ ½1 þ K 1 þ K 2 þ 2exs x_ s n2 ¼ K 1 n1 þ K 2 n3 ; € n3  eð1  x2 Þn_ 1 þ ½1 þ K 1 þ K 2 þ 2exs x_ s n3 ¼ K 1 n4 þ K 2 n2 ; € n4  eð1 



s x2s Þn_ 1



ð3Þ



þ ½1 þ K 1 þ K 2 þ 2exs x_ s n4 ¼ K 1 n3 þ K 2 n1 ;



where ni stands for the perturbation term. For small value of e, the behavior of one VdPo can be described by a pure sinusoidal trajectory of the form: xs ¼ A cosðXt  UÞ;



ð4Þ



where A and X are respectively the amplitude and the frequency of the unperturbed limit cycle in the ﬁrst approximation. The values of A and X are A = 2.00 and X = 0.999 for e = 0.10. Using the solution (4), the variational Eq. (3) can be rewritten as follows:   eA2 € n1 þ B þ cos 2s n_ 1 þ ½C  exA2 sin 2sn1 ¼ K 1 n2 þ K 2 n4 ; 2   2 eA € n2 þ B þ cos 2s n_ 2 þ ½C  exA2 sin 2sn2 ¼ K 1 n1 þ K 2 n3 ; 2 ð5Þ   2 eA 2 _ € n3 þ B þ cos 2s n3 þ ½C  exA sin 2sn3 ¼ K 1 n4 þ K 2 n2 ; 2   eA2 € n4 þ B þ cos 2s n_ 4 þ ½C  exA2 sin 2sn4 ¼ K 1 n3 þ K 2 n4 ; 2   2 with B ¼ e A2  1 , C ¼ 1 þ K 1 þ K 2 . According to the type of coupling here, diagonal variables (so-called Fourier modes) can not be applied to uncouple Eq. (5) and therefore to perform the dynamics of the synchronization process around the parametric resonances as reported in Ref. [28] for the case of identical coupling parameters. Nevertheless, the behavior of such a process can be estimated far from these resonant states. Thus, to investigate the stability analysis, the variational Eq. (5) can be rewritten as follows: n_ ¼ Wn;



ð6Þ



where 0
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The stability of the process depends on the nature of the eigenvalues N of Eq. (6). Saying that the process is stable means here that the synchronization is really achieved. Using the MATHEMATICA algorithm, the characteristic equation is given as follows: a0 N8 þ a1 N7 þ a2 N6 a3 R5 þ a4 R4 þ a5 R3 þ a6 R2 þ a7 R þ a8 ¼ 0



ð7Þ



with a0 ¼ 1; a1 ¼ 4B; a2 ¼ 6B2 þ 4C; a3 ¼ B4 þ B3 þ 4B2 C þ 10BC; a4 ¼ ð2K 21 þ 2K 22  12B2 C  2C2  C  B4 Þ; a5 ¼ ð4BK 21  5BC2  4B3 C þ 4BK 22  BCÞ; a6 ¼ ½ð2B2 þ 4CÞðK 21 þ K 22 Þ þ ð1  3B2  CÞC2 ; a7 ¼ ½4BCðK 21 þ K 22 Þ þ K 1 K 2 C2 ; a8 ¼ ½ðK 21 þ 2K 22 þ K 1 K 2 BÞC2  ðK 21  K 22 Þ2 : The corresponding eigenvalues are pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 800K 2  399 þ 1 ; N1 ¼  20 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 800K 2  399  1 ; N2 ¼ 20 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 399j þ 1 N3 ¼  ; 20 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 399j  1 N4 ¼ ; 20 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 800K 2  800K 1  399 þ 1 ; N5 ¼  20 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 800K 2  800K 1  399  1 ; N6 ¼ 20 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 800K 1  399 þ 1 ; N7 ¼  20 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 800K 1  399  1 N8 ¼ 20



ð8Þ



with j a complex number. The stability of the process is guaranteed if and only if each eigenvalue possesses a negative real part. Thus, the process stability depends exclusively on N2, N6 and N8 since Nl, (l = 1, 3, 4, 5, 7) have a real negative part for all K1 and K2. Consequently, the process is stable if K1 and K2 satisfy the following criteria: K 2 2   0:5; 0½ [ 0; þ1½; K 1 2   0:5  K 2 ; 0½ [ 0; þ1½;



ð9Þ ð10Þ



K 1 2   0:5; 0½ [ 0; þ1½:



ð11Þ



Otherwise, the synchronization is unstable and as t increases, ni(t) never goes to zero but has a bounded oscillatory behavior or goes to inﬁnity. Please cite this article in press as: Kadji HGE et al., Synchronization dynamics in a ring of four mutually ..., Commun Nonlinear Sci Numer Simul (2007), doi:10.1016/j.cnsns.2006.11.004
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3.2. Analytical and numerical results The criteria given through Eqs. (9)–(11) are used to identify analytically the stability boundaries of the synchronization process. Thus, Eq. (9) provides the validity domain where the coupling strength K2 must be chosen while Eq. (10) and (11) give the corresponding range authorized of K1 for which both K1 and K2 lead to the achievement of the process. Consequently in the case where the coupling parameter K2 leads to an excitatory process (K2 < 0), the critical stability boundaries of the process varies (see Eq. (10)). For instance, when K2 = 0.44, the ring displays full synchronization for K1 2 ]  0.07, 0[ [ ]0, +1[ while for K2 = 0.10, the same phenomenon is observed but for K1 2 ]  0.40, 0[ [ ]0, +1[. On the other hand, when the coupling coefﬁcient K2 leads to an inhibitory process (K2 > 0), the critical boundary of K1 deﬁning the synchronization domain does not vary (see Eq. (11)). In order to check the accuracy and to supply what is lacking in the analytical results, numerical simulations through the fourth-order Runge–Kutta algorithm are carried out. A time step Dt = 0.01 with the following initial conditions ðx1 ð0Þ; x_ 1 ð0ÞÞ ¼ ð1:0; 1:0Þ, ðx2 ð0Þ; x_ 2 ð0ÞÞ ¼ ð1:5; 1:5Þ, ðx3 ð0Þ; x_ 3 ð0ÞÞ ¼ ð2:0; 2:0Þ, ðx4 ð0Þ; x_ 4 ð0ÞÞ ¼ ð3:0; 3:0Þ are considered. Synchronization between two oscillators a and b is called with a condition that the distance of the phase trajectories d ab ¼ ja  bj < 105 :



ð12Þ



Synchronization among all the oscillators involved in the process is realized if the total separation (TS) of all pair oscillators is smaller than a precision, namely X TS ¼ d ab < 105 : ð13Þ pairsðabÞ



Using both numerical and analytical results enable us to derive a stability map showing the main states of the system and their corresponding stability boundaries in the plane (K1, K2). Our results are reported in Fig. 2 and the coming results are observed. Three main domains D1, D2 and D3 are found. In the ﬁrst domain (D1), the synchronization process is unstable numerically but analytically stable. Within that domain, the amplitude of oscillations are bounded as shown for instance in Fig. 3 for K1 = 0.06 and K2 = 0.06. It should also be
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underlined that for some particular values of the coupling coeﬃcients in this ﬁrst region, the phenomenon of clusters synchronization (oscillators cleave into two subgroups or attractors, called clusters such that all oscil-
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lators within one cluster move in perfect synchrony but the motion of two clusters is not synchronized at all) not forecasted by the analytical treatment is also obtained as we show in Fig. 4 for K1 = 0.48 and K2 = 0.06. The two clusters obtained are (x1 = x3) and (x2 = x4). For clustering , the inequality (13) is not fulﬁlled since the distance of phase trajectories of few oscillators are smaller than the precision. The second region (D2) corresponds to both analytical and numerical area where full synchronization is found in the ring. Therefore all four oscillators display the same dynamics as plotted in Fig. 5 for K1 = 0.20 and K2 = 0.42. In such a case,
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x1 = x2 = x3 = x4 and the emitted signal is more powerful. The last domain (D3) stands for the intersection between both analytical and numerical instability areas. The corresponding oscillations are not bounded as in (D1) but are very large and tend to inﬁnity as t increases. An illustration of such a behavior is represented in Fig. 6 for K1 = 0.50 and K2 = 0.30. Good agreement is found between analytical and numerical results. 4. Inﬂuence of a locally injected signal on the stability boundaries As we have mentioned before, diﬀerent dynamical states are observed in several identical coupled oscillators such as clustering or complete synchronization. However, sometimes, due to environmental constraints or because of its potential application, the system can be coupled to an external independent oscillator or excitation. Indeed, real systems always contains impurity or irregularity in the form of natural ﬂuctuation associated with dissipation as well as in the form of random external environment. In self-sustained systems, there are many circumstances causing irregularity. For example, the cardiovascular systems of humans display undamped self-sustained vibrations but due to the inﬂuence of various sources of irregularity, the cardiac vibration of humans and animal are not perfectly periodic [48]. This is commonly achieved through the local injection technique consisting of a unidirectional coupling between the external command oscillator and a ﬁxed representative of the nonlinear coupled system [49]. An interest of local injection in biological systems is the impulse transmission in neurons and the synchronization of neural network [50]. When the local injection is taken into account in our model, Eq. (2) becomes: €x1  eð1  x21 Þ_x1 þ x1 ¼ K 1 ðx2  x1 Þ þ K 2 ðx4  x1 Þ  gðx1  xc Þ; €x2  eð1  x22 Þ_x2 þ x2 ¼ K 1 ðx1  x2 Þ þ K 2 ðx3  x2 Þ; €x3  eð1  x23 Þ_x3 þ x3 ¼ K 1 ðx4  x3 Þ þ K 2 ðx2  x3 Þ;



ð14Þ



€x4  eð1  x24 Þ_x4 þ x4 ¼ K 1 ðx3  x4 Þ þ K 2 ðx1  x4 Þ; where xc represents the dynamics of the external oscillator and also plays the role of the command signal and g the local injection strength. Throughout our study we take xc as the periodic solution of a Van der Pol equation. Then we have €xc  eð1  x2c Þ_xc þ xc ¼ 0:



ð15Þ



In this case, the stability of the process is investigated through the following linearized equations: € n1  eð1  x2s Þn_ 1 þ ½1 þ K 1 þ K 2 þ 2exs x_ s n1 ¼ K 1 n2 þ K 2 n4  gn1 ; €2  eð1  x2 Þn_ 2 þ ½1 þ K 1 þ K 2 þ 2exs x_ s n2 ¼ K 1 n1 þ K 2 n3 ; n s € n3  eð1  x2 Þn_ 1 þ ½1 þ K 1 þ K 2 þ 2exs x_ s n3 ¼ K 1 n4 þ K 2 n2 ;



ð16Þ



s



€ n4  eð1  x2s Þn_ 1 þ ½1 þ K 1 þ K 2 þ 2exs x_ s n4 ¼ K 1 n3 þ K 2 n1 with the deviation ni = xi  xc. Here, the derivation of eigenvalues can not allow one to estimate analytically the stability boundaries of the process because of the strong nonlinearity between the coupling parameters K1, K2 and the local injection strength g. Nevertheless, these boundaries are determined numerically through the resolution of Eq. (14) using the fourth-order Runge–Kutta algorithm. The synchronization criterion is still the one deﬁned by inequality (13). From our investigations, it comes that the most interesting eﬀect of a locally injected signal is to increase drastically the range of K1 where the synchronization process is achieved for a ﬁxed value of K2. Therefore, one has some modiﬁcations of the previous stability boundaries obtained without the local injection. Our results are reported on the stability map in the (K1, K2) plane (see Fig. 7) for g = 0.8. Indeed, when K2 = 0.44 for instance, the synchronization is eﬀective for K1 2 ]0.10, 0.004[ [ ]0.009, 0.435[ [ ]0.449, +1[ while without the local injection but with the same value of K2, full synchronization is obtained for K1 2 ]0.06, 0[ [ ]0, 0.438[ [ ]0.444, +1[. The inﬂuence of the local injection is more eﬀective for higher values of K2. Thus without the locally injected signal and when K2 = 0.18 for instance, synchronization is achieved for K1 2 ]0.492, 0.182[ [ ]0.176, 0.002[ [] 0.004, +1[. On the other hand, when the local injection is taken into account with the same value of K2, all the oscillators display the same motion Please cite this article in press as: Kadji HGE et al., Synchronization dynamics in a ring of four mutually ..., Commun Nonlinear Sci Numer Simul (2007), doi:10.1016/j.cnsns.2006.11.004
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